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PRODUCT CATALOG

Product Name: Blue Stone Mosaic Tile Arabesque Lantern Marble Waterjet Mosaic Supply

Short Description:We’d like to recommend this special waterjet stone

mosaic tile to you. This mosaic tile features a mesmerizing combination

of blue Azul Argentina Marble and Thassos Crystal Marble in an

elegant arabesque lantern pattern, which creates a harmonious feeling

with this modern color layout.

Model No.: WPM098

Pattern: Waterjet Lantern

Color: White & Blue

Finish: Polished

Material Name: Natural Marble

Min. Order: 100 sq.m (1077 sq.ft)

Product Detail:

Product Description

We’d like to recommend this special waterjet stone mosaic tile to you. This mosaic tile features a mesmerizing

combination of blue Azul Argentina Marble and Thassos Crystal Marble in an elegant arabesque lantern

pattern, which creates a harmonious feeling with this modern color layout. The waterjet cutting technique

ensures precise and detailed cuts, resulting in a mosaic with arabesque lantern shape that exudes artistry and

craftsmanship. Each tile is carefully crafted to perfection, delivering a flawless finish that adds a touch of luxury

and elegance to your space. And the arabesque lantern design adds a touch of sophistication and timeless

elegance to your interiors, transforming ordinary walls into works of art. Except for this material, we also

supply marble with metallic marble styles for your selection and match the whole area. In addition to
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elevating the aesthetics of your space, the contrasting colors add depth and visual interest to your space,

making it a focal point that complements various design styles.

Product Specification (Parameter)

Product Name: Blue Stone Mosaic Tile Arabesque Lantern Marble Waterjet Mosaic Supply

Model No.: WPM098

Pattern: Waterjet Lantern

Color: White & Blue

Finish: Polished

Thickness: 10 mm

Product Series

Model No.: WPM098

Color: White & Blue

Material Name: Azul Argentina Marble, Thassos Crystal Marble

Model No.: WPM220A

Color: White & Black & Golden

Marble Name: Thassos White Marble, Nero Marquina Marble

Model No.: WPM220B

Color: White & Grey

Marble Name: Thassos Crystal Marble, Azul Cielo Marble, Carrara Grey Marble

Model No.: WPM409

Color: White & Golden

Marble Name: Thassos Crystal Marble, Carrara White Marble



Model No.: WPM210

Color: White & Grey

Marble Name: China White Marble, Cinderella Grey Marble

Product Application

Whether used as a decorative kitchen backsplash or a waterjet mosaic backsplash in any room, this tile is sure

to make a lasting impression. The blue and white colors of this marble mosaic tile will create great-looking

colors and good materials of marble from Argentina and Greece. For a decorative kitchen backsplash or a

bathroom backsplash, a stone mosaic pattern increases more aesthetic and flashy appeal of the whole

decoration. However, waterjet technology brings more interesting mosaic patterns and more choices, no

other than the arabesque lantern tile backsplash. The arabesque lantern pattern adds a sense of artistry and

elegance, creating a focal point that elevates the overall design of your culinary space.

Bring a waterjet mosaic backsplash in any room using this blue and white marble mosaic tile. The intricate

stone mosaic patterns, combined with the captivating blue and white marble, add a touch of luxury and

sophistication to your walls, creating a visually stunning environment.

FAQ

Q: How do I clean and maintain the Blue Stone Mosaic Tile Arabesque Lantern Marble Waterjet Mosaic?

A: To clean and maintain the Blue Stone Mosaic Tile, use a mild, pH-neutral cleaner specifically formulated for natural

stone. Avoid using abrasive or acidic cleaners that can damage the marble's surface. Regular cleaning and sealing will

help preserve the beauty of the tiles.

Q: Can I use these blue marble mosaic tiles for a fireplace surround?



A: Yes, the Blue Stone Mosaic Tile is a great choice for a fireplace surround, it is a natural marble and has good hardness.

The arabesque lantern pattern and the elegant blue and white marble will add a touch of sophistication and style to your

fireplace, creating a stunning focal point in your living space.

Q: Is this blue and white marble mosaic tile suitable for high-traffic areas?

A: Yes, natural stone mosaic tile is durable and can withstand high-traffic areas. The natural strength of marble combined

with the precise waterjet cutting ensures the longevity and durability of the tiles, making them suitable for areas that

experience heavy foot traffic.

Q: Can I order custom sizes or colors of the Blue Stone Mosaic Tile?

A: Yes, it is possible to order custom sizes or colors of the Blue Stone Mosaic Tile. However, it is important to check with us

directly regarding their customization options and availability. Customization may have certain limitations and lead times.


